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How to Choose a Radar Jamming Device
Radar detectors come in all shapes and sizes, but may not be eﬀective enough to work to protect you against
costly speeding tickets. Many motorists choose to invest in radar jamming devices instead of radar detectors that
may leave your car unaware of potential speed traps, police oﬃcers, or state troopers waiting to ticket speeding.
Radar detectors do just that?detect radar beams that are being distributed from the radar guns of police oﬃcers or
state troopers. If these radar guns are incompatible with the speciﬁc brand or type of radar detector your
purchase, you will be left unaware of potential speed traps. Furthermore, radar detectors can be tricked by other
items that are not meant to detect speeders. These false alarms can be annoying and still leave you open for
potential speeding tickets that can not only wreck havoc on your wallet, but also your driving record and car
insurance policy.
Radar jamming devices, again, work as named. These devices work to literally jam radar guns, so that police
oﬃcers or state troopers will be unable to directly pinpoint your speed. Instead of radar detectors that can be
tricked or evaded by the radar guns, a radar jamming device has to capability to work against the majority of radar
guns used by law enforcement oﬃcials on the highways and roadways of this country.
Remember, even though your vehicle is equipped with a radar jamming device, you may still be at risk for
speeding tickets. Although the radar gun of a police oﬃcer or state trooper may be jammed, most law enforcement
oﬃcials are able to identify if a vehicle is speeding excessively, which can still result in a ticket. Furthermore, radar
jamming devices may allow you certain leeway with law enforcement oﬃcials, but you should still abide by the
posted speed limit in order to operate your vehicle in the safest manner possible.
If you are in the market for a radar jamming device, begin by setting an approximate budget for your purchase.
This budget will allow you to easily ﬁnd a radar jamming device that will work for your speciﬁc circumstances. Keep
in mind that top of the line electronics may not necessarily be the best option for you. Look to purchase a quality
piece of electronic equipment that will not break the bank.
Since a radar jamming device is a piece of electronic equipment, you should be sure to ﬁnd a quality product that
comes with a reputable warranty. This warranty will allow you to protect your investment in the event of
malfunction or accident, so that your device can be repaired or completely replaced at little or no charge.
Ensure the radar jamming device your plan to purchase has an adequate range. Make an inquiry to the distance of
the device so that your radar jamming device will be able to protect you from radar guns around every turn.
Furthermore, ensure your device will work in a variety of environments, including sun, rain, and even snow.
Finally, when choosing a radar jamming device, you should be completely aware of the legal laws of your state or
city. Just as with radar detectors, radar jamming devices are illegal in some areas and many states have
completely blocked the use of these anti-radar items. If radar detectors or radar jamming devices are considered
illegal in your state, motorists with a forbidden device in their vehicle can rack up a phenomenal fee. If your state
has anti radar detectors or radar jamming devices, be sure to abide by the laws and avoid purchasing or installing
either of these electronic items for your own good.
Short note about the author
Bill Carmel is a reseller and a user of radar detectors, he specializes in testing all sorts of detectors. For more
information, please visit http://www.1-detectors-radar.com.
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